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Dear customers,

feel the joy
of furnishing

We invite you to read the catalogue!
The Meble Wójcik team
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Your home should be a perfect reflection of 
you and your needs.

Your home should be a perfect reflection of you and your needs. You
put your whole heart into decorating it, as well as a lot of work and
effort. It’s very important that you can enjoy arranging your four walls,
creating beautiful arrangements, choosing new furniture and searching
for original accessories to perfectly complement your dream
space. All this is so that you and your loved ones feel at home during
cheerful breakfasts at the dining table, evening chats in the living
room, or long phone conversations in a comfortable bed.

We find great pleasure in designing new collections that suit the everyday
needs of your home. Thanks to cooperation with outstanding,
talented designers, and a team of experienced professionals, we see
to every detail of production to provide you with the highest-quality
furniture.

If you want to have the pleasure of furnishing with us, check out our
catalogue and go the website at www.meblewojcik.pl. For even more
ideas, inspiration and advice, visit us on Facebook or Instagram, or the
Blog ‚Jak umeblować i nie zwariować’ (‚How to furnish without going
crazy’).

Our products have been awarded the following prizes:
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Youthroom
p. 90-117

Other furniture
p. 118-123

CORTINA
IMPERIAL
LINATE

120-121
122
123

OVERVIEW OF
OUR UNITS

124-147

AMAZON
ANGEL
LASER
LILO
NOVI
NUBI

92-95
96-101

102-105
106-109
110-113
114-117

new

new

Bedroom
p. 78-89

ANGEL
LINATE
LYON JASNY
MONACO
SUMMER

80-81
82-83
84-85
86-87
88-89

new

Living room/Dining room
p. 8-77

AVILES 
CORDOBA
CORTINA 
HAVANA 
IMPERIAL
IMPERIAL NEW 
LINATE
LYON JASNY
LYON CIEMNY
NOVI
PELLO 
SHETLAND
SUMMER
TOLEDO
TORONTO
VISTO

10-15
16-19
20-25
26-29
30-33
34-35
36-41
42-47
48-49
50-53
54-57
58-61
62-65
66-69
70-73
74-77

new

new

new

new
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In the photo, from the left: Marcin Wójcik, Maciej Borsukowicz, Ewelina Wójcik,
                                  Leszek Wójcik, Piotr Wójcik, Katarzyna Wójcik-Borsukowicz
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... a very family-oriented story.

PHOTO: Art School in Gronowo Górne

The history of our company dates back to the 80s, when Leszek 
Wójcik - the senior of the company - founded his own carpentry 
workshop in Elbląg, in which he began batch production of fur-
niture.

More than 30 years have passed since then. Today, we are one of the 
most-modern enterprises in the Warmian-Masurian region. We cur-
rently have three factories that employ almost 1,500 people. Our fur-
niture goes to 250 stores in Poland and over 30 countries around the 
world. We owe everything that we have achieved over many years 
of hard work to the dedication and commitment of the entire Wójcik 
family, supported by a team of experienced and qualified colleagues.

Our family is our greatest asset, which is why all employees are treated
as a part of it. All of this means that our furniture is made from
the heart, with great passion, and with the home in mind. For over
30 years of our operations, we have managed to build customer trust
by offering them durable, elegant and functional products of a high
quality and at an affordable price. We guarantee that our furniture
will become an inseparable element of time spent together, and will
witness many beautiful moments.
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synchronising mechanism 
table extension
Share a table! Thanks to these guides, you can easily extend the 
table up to 200cm long by yourself, giving your guests plenty of 
room to sit, and then effortlessly fold it to regain a lot of space 
that you need every day.

glazed sides of vitrines 
This is the perfect solution for people who love large furniture, 
but think it lacks lightness. Thanks to the glazed sides, the vitri-
nes become more delicate. You can also showcase items that 
have been hidden thus far.

soft closing of the fronts
and drawers 
In an apartment, it’s not only the look of furniture that counts, 
but also the comfort of its use. If you like drawers and doors 
that operate quietly, smoothly and slow down in the last closing 
phase, look for collections with this sign in our range. No more 
slamming and not closing!

touch light switch
-additional option
Light in an apartment has a big impact on your well-being. 
Now you can turn it on/off quickly and conveniently simply by 
tapping a specific spot on the furniture piece. You don’t need 
bunches of cables next to your furniture. This is thanks to an 
additional, invisible light switch that is mounted from the inside 
into the body of the furniture piece. Check out how easy it is!

discover the functional side of our furniture

lighting
Meble Wójcik collections are equipped with a wide range of dif-
ferent types of lighting, which can be more than just used in 
vitrines, or mounted to headboards of beds. Our designers went 
a step further by creating collections that already have lighting 
elements in the form of Led strips built into their structure.
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bed with a raisable frame
This is the perfect solution for those looking for hard-to-find, 
extra space in an apartment to put their rarely used blankets, 
extra bedding or seasonal clothing. Our frames are equipped with 
high-quality hydraulic systems, thanks to which you can easily 
open and safely close the storage area..

In each collection, we have marked its unique features and functionalities with symbols.
If you wish to learn more about them, read the following glossary of terms.

rounded edges
This is an interesting stylistic feature that will help soften the 
furniture edges, giving it a more delicate and elegant character. 
However, it’s not just about aesthetics, but also about the safety 
of use, which will certainly attract the attention of families with 
small children. 

upholstered bedhead
In the bedroom, the most important thing is the bed, which is 
why it must be comfortable, and not just in terms of the quality of 
the mattress. A soft and springy upholstered bedhead will allow 
you to lean back and unwind while reading a book, watching TV 
or just relaxing.

bed drawer 
- additional sleeping function
A pull-out drawer is a great alternative to bunk beds! It provides 
an extra place to sleep once you put a mattress in it. If it’s no 
longer needed, you can easily close the drawer, and have more 
space in your room.

full-extension slide
The slide’s construction allows the drawer to be pulled out of 
the furniture body and provides full access to its content. When 
using full extension slides in drawers, we can organize them 
better. This is especially important in the case of shallow dra-
wers, where access to the rear part is difficult.
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Living room 
and dining room

the heart
of family life.

The living and dining rooms are vibrant places. Dinners with friends,
family movie nights or relaxing with a good book - no matter what
you’re doing, make sure this space is comfortable and cosy.  

We advise on how to start planing

Because the living and dining rooms 
must fulfil many functions, it’s im-
portant that they are decorated cle-
verly. If you want to check if all the
furniture will fit in the room, just 
draw it on a piece of paper (using 
the same scale as your floor plan). 

Then, cut them out and arran-
ge them how you like on the plan 
- remember that you do not have 
to stick close to your walls. Some-
times, a couch and coffee table set 
in the middle of the room can be a 
practical and effective solution!
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BODY/FRONT
Oak Artisan, Fresko/Oak Artisan, Fresko

vitrine type AVLV01
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AVILES

Gentle metal handle seated in a subtle hollow looks beautifully in 
the setting of a wooden decor. The classic was deliberately broken 
by the up-to-date industrial fronts in the „concrete” shade. In addi-
tion, some ‚greenery’ in the form of natural plants and beautifully 
illuminated showcase and the „wow” effect is guaranteed.

Unique combination
all elements

of the collection

p. 126

ne
w

cabinet type AVLK03

option of additional 
interior lighting 

inside the vitrines
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cabinet type AVLK03, bookcase type AVLR01, vitrine type AVLV02, extending table type AVLT02
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AVILESne
w

synchronising 
mechanism

table extension
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cabinet type AVLK01, bookcase type AVLR01, shelf type AVLP01, TV cabinet type AVLF02, coffe table type AVLT01, vitrine typ AVLV01

soft closing
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AVILESne
w
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vitrine type CODV01

BODY/FRONT
Jackson Hickory, Black Structure/
Jackson Hickory, Black Structure
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CORDOBAne
w

A very fashionable and practical element, which is associated with 
lofty climates or modern interiors - in our version it is much „softer”. 
This is due to its combination with delicate design of the Cordoba 
collection’s items and a neutral shade of oak. But that’s not all! Black 
fronts also has a visible, „wooden texture”, which gives a very intere-
sting visual effect and fits perfectly to handles in the same color.

Lightweight metal frame

coffee table type CODT01

all elements
of the collection

p. 126

vitrine type CODV01, cabinet type CODK02

option of additional 
interior lighting 

inside the vitrines
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cabinet type CODK02, vitrine type CODV02, shelf type CODP02, TV cabinet type CODF02, vitrine type CODV01, coffee table type CODT01
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     soft closing

CORDOBAne
w
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BODY AND FRONT
Grandson Oak

vitrine type CNAV01, shelf type CNAP02, TV cabinet type CNAF03

option of additional 
interior lighting 

inside the vitrines
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CORTINA

The warm oak colour, metal, rustic handles, and the large con-
struction of the fronts resemble classic wooden furniture. The 
glazed sides of the vitrines, which can also be backlit, break 
with tradition and make the sturdy units visually more delicate. 
The pleasure of using the furniture is increased by the soft-clo-
se mechanism of the drawers and fronts.

traditional and timeless

cabinet type CNAK04

foyer
CORTINA

p. 120

all elements
of the collection

p. 128

     soft closing

vitrine type CNAV01
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The sturdy, large table is a little lighter
thanks to its L-shaped legs, and the synchro-
nous guide enables easy extension, depen-
ding on the model, up to 200cm in length.

sleek table

synchronising 
mechanism

table extension
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cabinet type CNAK02, shelf type CNAP02, extending table type CNAT03, vitrine type CNAV03, cabinet type CNAK04

CORTINA

glazed sides in 
vitrines
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rounded 
edges
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vitrine type CNAV01, cabinet type CNAK02, shelf type CNAP02, TV cabinet type CNAF03, coffe table type CNAT04

CORTINA

drawer 
full-extension 

slide
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BODY/FRONT
Dark Lefkas Oak/

Black Matte, Dark Lefkas Oak

vitrine type HAVV06, cabinet type HAVK03

option of additional 
interior lighting

inside the vitrines

drawer 
full-extension 

slide
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vitrine type HAVV01, chiffonier type HAVS01

vitrine type HAVV06, extending table type HAVT02, wardrobe type HAVS02, vitrine type HAVV03

all elements
of the collection

p. 130

Black matte fronts adjoin the expressive
wood décor - this interesting trend appears
in top-end designer interiors. Decorative 
grooves have been used where handles 
would normally be to avoid unsightly finger 
marks.

fashionable,
modern
combination

HAVANA

synchronising 
mechanism

table extension
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cabinet type HAVK01, TV cabinet type HAVF01, chiffonier type HAVS01, coffee table type HAVT01
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HAVANA
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vitrine type 01, cabinet type 41, shelf type 61, extending table type 75

rounded 
strips

synchronising 
mechanism

table extension
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IMPERIAL

foyer
IMPERIAL

p. 122

all elements
of the collection

p. 130

cabinet type 42, TV cabinet type 51

If you don’t have much room and don’t know exactly how to arran-
ge it, choose a wall unit that’ll cleverly and ergonomically give you 
both storage room and somewhere to display your items. It’s also 
worth remembering that the nut colour is a timeless classic that will 
likely never go out of fashion.

a ready solution

wall unit type 100
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liquor cabinet type 31, bookcase type 11 (2x), shelf type 61, TV cabinet type 51

BODY AND FRONT
Imperial Walnut

option of additional 
interior lighting 

inside the vitrines
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IMPERIAL

For more inspiration, please visit: 
www.meblewojcik.pl
facebook.com/MebleWOJCIK
instagram.com/meble_wojcik_
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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BODY/FRONT
Truffle Oak/Champagne, Truffle Oak
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IMPERIAL NEW

wall unit type 100, cabinet type 41

all elements
of the collection

p. 131

option of additional 
interior lighting 

inside the vitrines

rounded 
edges

For more inspiration, please visit: 
www.meblewojcik.pl
facebook.com/MebleWOJCIK
instagram.com/meble_wojcik_
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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cabinet type 42, shelf type 60, TV cabinet type 51, coffee table type 71

glazed sides
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vitrine type 32

bedroom
LINATE 

p. 82
foyer

LINATE 
p. 123

bathroom
LINATE 

p. 135

all elements
of the collection

p. 134

White fronts are always a good idea to give
your room lightness and visually enlarge it.
In the Linate collection, this effect is enhan-
ced by the beautiful, corner glazing of the 
vitrines, and the option of additional backli-
ghting.

light design

LINATE

cabinet type 40, vitrine type 33

‚It’s difficult to spend time with all household members in our 
busy everyday world. That’s why we enjoy every moment spent 
together in our beautiful living room.’
The entire collection has a choice of over 40 units that you 
can use to easily arrange all your interiors in a consistent and 
modern way.
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BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
Alpine White/Gloss White/Truffle Oak

rounded 
edges
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vitrine type 33, cabinet type 42, shelf type 60, TV cabinet type 50, vitrine type 01L, coffee table type 70

LINATE

Elegant, white furniture doesn’t have to be limited to grey and 
silver accessories. You can create a joyful interior that is full of 
energy by focusing on luscious colours and strong accents.

monochrome 
or colourful?

soft closing

For more inspiration, please visit:
www.meblewojcik.pl
facebook.com/MebleWOJCIK
instagram.com/meble_wojcik_
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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TV cabinet type 51, hanging cabinet type 67, coffee table type 70, shelf type 60 (2x), TV cabinet type 50, vitrine type 05L
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LINATE

option of additional 
interior lighting 

inside the vitrines

gloss fronts
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cabinet type LYOK02, coffee table type LYOT02  

option of additional 
interior lighting 

inside the vitrines
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cabinet type LYOK02, coffee table type LYOT02  cabinet type LYOK01

a great atmosphere
A unique feature of the Lyon collection is the warm LED backlighting
of the top panels and sides of each piece (available in the set). Thanks
to this, by combining several elements of the collection, you can create
a romantic atmosphere in the living room or dining room, which
will make time spent together with family and friends more pleasant.

LYON LIGHT

all elements
of the colletion

p. 136

vitrine type LYOV02L, vitrine type LYOV02P, shelf type LYOP01, TV cabinet type LYOF01

bedroom
LYON LIGHT

p. 84

option 
of installing an 

additional
light switch
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extending table type LYOT04, bookcase type LYOR01P, wardrobe type LYOS01, bookcase type LYOR01L

BODY/FRONT
Light Riviera Oak/Gloss White

synchronising 
mechanism

table extension
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LYON LIGHT

For more inspiration, please visit:
www.meblewojcik.pl
facebook.com/MebleWOJCIK
instagram.com/meble_wojcik_
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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The charming combination of white gloss fronts with the warm
colour of Oak Riviera is not the only asset of the collection. It’s
also worth noting the soft-close runners and hinges, as well as 
the laminated board used on the tops that has increased resi-
stance to scratching and high temperatures.

convenient use

     soft closing

glazed sides
in vitrines

gloss fronts
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shelf type LYOP01, vitrine type LYOV04P, shelf type LYOP03, TV cabinet type LYOF01, vitrine type LYOV01L, coffee table type LYOT02, cabinet type LYOK02

LYON LIGHT
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vitrine type LYOV03P, shelf type LYOP01, shelf type LYOP02, TV cabinet type LYOF02, vitrine type LYOV04L, coffee table type LYOT01

BODY/FRONT
Dark Grey, Platinum/Dark Grey in gloss

option of 
installing

an additional 
light switch

glazed sides in
the vitrines

optional additional 
interior lighting of 

the vitrines
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For fans of dark furniture who’ll appreciate the bold combina-
tion of grey and graphite, a second version of Lyon was created.
The same geometric structure, but with the addition of cool Led
lighting that’s perfect for more stark and minimalist interiors.

an interior with character

LYON DARK

all elements 
of the  collection

p. 138

     soft closing

gloss fronts
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shelf type NVIP01, TV cabinet type NVIF01, cabinet type NVIK02, coffe table type NVIT01

BODY/FRONT
Alpine White/Alpine White Supermat

full extension 
drawer
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The era of matt fronts - deep, elegant and 
at the same time practical - is starting now. 
No more visible fingerprints! The Novi col-
lection uses high quality mdf fronts in white 
which are beautifully decorated with ribbed 
slats. What else is worth mentioning? Fully 
extendable drawers and a synchronous sli-
de in the table makes it practical and easy to 
use. Some more pastel accessories and you 
are ready to go!

What about the shine?

all elements
of the collection 

p. 140

ne
w

cabinet type NVIK03

synchronising 
mechanism

table extension

extending table type NVIT02, vitrine type NVIV01, chiffonier type NVIS01, shelf type NVIP01, cabinet type NVIK04

NOVI

youth room
NOVI

p. 110
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optional additional 
interior lighting of 

the vitrines
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coffe table type NVIT01, vitrine type NVIV01, cabinet type NVIK04, shelf type NVIP01, TV cabinet type NVIF01

ne
w NOVI
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extending table type 76, vitrine type 01 (2x), cabinet type 30

BODY AND FRONT
Laredo Pine

optional additional 
interior lighting of 

the vitrines

synchronising 
mechanism

table extension
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Do you have a small space and dark fur-
niture? No problem! Choose a bright wall 
colour and add modern furniture from the 
Pello collection. Thanks to their simple 
form and compact dimensions, there’s al-
ways room for it. This furniture fits every-
where and can be used for work, study or 
storage of various items. Choose your own 
set from almost 20 different pieces.

practical,
comfortable
and functional

‚A shared breakfast is sacred in our home. I love the warm 
atmosphere of our dining room, where everything is at your 
fingertips.’

The compact table is great for everyday use, and when you’re 
expecting guests, you can extend it up to 180cm long.

all elements of 
the collection 

p. 142
cabinet type 30 

chiffonier type 10, cabinet type 42

PELLO
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cabinet type 30, shelf type 61, TV cabinet type 51, coffee table type 71, bookcase type 11 (2x), wardrobe type 20
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PELLO
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desk type 80, cabinet type 41
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bookcase type 31 (2x)

The natural shade of wood with a trendy ho-
rizontal grain contrasts the graphite recesses 
perfectly. The simplicity of the furniture, enc-
losed in a large body made of laminated board, 
means that furniture from the Shetland collec-
tion will always look great and work well in al-
most any arrangement - from loft apartments 
to warm, cosy interiors. If you get bored with 
the current colour, all you have to do is change 
the accessories or paint the walls - the choice 
is yours!

sturdy pieces

bookcase type 12

SHETLAND

‚I work a lot from
home. It’s here 
that I’m best 
focused among 
familiar items, 
each of which has 
its own place in 
my home office.’

When designing
the Shetland 
collection, we 
focused on a 
comfortable desk, 
spacious cabinets 
and bookcases
that you can ar-
range however
you like. Thanks
to them, you can
create a functio-
nal living room 
with an office 
nook.

all elements 
of the collection

p. 142
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chiffonier type 10, vitrine type 01, TV cabinet type 52, shelf type 61, cabinet type 41, coffee table type 71, extending table type 76

BODY AND FRONT/RECESSES
Shetland Oak/Grey

optional additional 
interior lighting
of the vitrines
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SHETLAND

For more inspiration, please visit:
www.meblewojcik.pl
facebook.com/MebleWOJCIK
instagram.com/meble_wojcik_
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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coffee table type 71, cabinet type 31 (2x)

     soft closing
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cabinet type 43

chiffonier type 10, cabinet type 42, vitrine type 06, TV cabinet type 52, extending table type 75

SUMMER

bedroom
SUMMER

p. 88

The expressive wood grain is highlighted using contrasting milling
that serves as handles. The eye is drawn to the wide, horizontal strips
adjacent to the sturdy MDF fronts. It’s hard to believe that even with
such strong accents, the pieces from the Summer collection seem
light and compact. You’ll be able to arrange them even in a small space
without a problem.

strong accents
all elements

of the collection

p. 144

synchronising 
mechanism

table extension
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vitrine type 01L, vitrine type 01P, shelf type 61, TV cabinet type 52, cabinet type 31, cabinet type 43

BODY AND FRONT/FEATURE
San Remo/Arusha Wenge

optional additional 
interior lighting
of the vitrines
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SUMMER

For more inspiration, please visit:
www.meblewojcik.pl
facebook.com/MebleWOJCIK
instagram.com/meble_wojcik_
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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BODY/FRONT
Alpine White, Stirling Oak Light/White Gloss

vitrine type TOLV02L, TV cabinet type TOLF02, shelf type TOLD01, coffee table type TOLT01

glazed sides in
the vitrines
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table type TOLT03, vitrine type TOLV01L, cabinet type TOLK03, cabinet type TOLK02

cabinet type TOLK04

TOLEDO

The large tabletop reminiscent of a classic, wooden panel is a great
idea to break up the modern style of the pieces from the Toledo 
collection. It reflects the shape of the milling, which serves as han-
dles, and has one more practical feature - you can’t see dust, finger 
marks or small scratches on it (it’s made of MDF).

the final touch
all elements 

of the collection

p. 144

     soft closing

synchronising 
mechanism

table extension
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coffee table type TOLT01, vitrine type TOLV02L, TV cabinet type TOLF02, shelf type TOLD01, vitrine type TOLV01P, cabinet type TOLK01

optional additional 
interior lighting of 

the vitrines
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TOLEDO

gloss fronts
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cabinet type TOK09

BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
Alpine White/Gloss White/Rustic San Remo

gloss fronts
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in search
of glamour
Bring unique glamour to your home 
thanks to the Toronto collection! The ori-
ginal line of white, gloss fronts that ta-
per down at the edges is highlighted by 
modern lighting in the form of LED strips 
integrated into the structure of the fur-
niture. This design will help you create a 
modern and representative interior that 
everyone will notice.

TORONTO

all elements 
of the collection

p. 146
vitrine type TOV01

cabinet type TOK03, cabinet type TOK07, coffee table type TOT06, panel type TOP07, TV cabinet type TOK01, vitrine type TOV02

optional additional 
interior lighting of 

the vitrines
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cabinet type TOK09, coffee table type TOT06, cabinet type TOK10, shelf type TOP01, TV cabinet type TOK02
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TORONTO

     soft closing

rounded 
edges
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shelf type VISP01, cabinet type VISK01

rounded 
edges
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extending table type VIST02, vitrine type VISV03, cabinet type VISK01, shelf type VISP01 

all elements 
of the collection 

p. 146

Timeless white

cabinet type VISK02

Some people look for surprising colour combinations others focus 
on proven solutions. The Visto collection is addressed to those who 
appreciate elegance and freedom in choosing accessories. Beautifully 
rounded mdf fronts and interesting black glass inserts will perfectly 
match the illuminated interiors of the showcases.

VISTOne
w

     soft closing

synchronising 
mechanism

table extension
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vitrine type VISV06, shelf type VISP01, TV cabinet typ VISF02, vitrine type VISV02, coffe table type VIST01, vitrine type VISV05

BODY/FRONT
Alpine White/White Gloss

optional additional 
interior lighting of 

the vitrines
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VISTOne
w

gloss fronts

For more inspiration, please visit: 
www.meblewojcik.pl
facebook.com/MebleWOJCIK
instagram.com/meble_wojcik_
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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Bedrooms

Wonderful mornings at
your fingertips!

The bedroom is one of the most important and intimate rooms of the
home. This is where your day begins and ends. In the evenings, close
your eyes and enjoy the blissful silence, and greet mornings with
a smile on your face!

We advise - on how to start planning

The bedroom should be dominated 
by calm, bright colours - you can pa-
int the walls in these. Why? Pastel 
shades will help you relax and unwind 
after a day of hard work. Remember 
that accessories also contribute to 

a good aura in the bedroom. A 
plush rug, blockout curtains, ele-
gant bedding, bedspread and fluf-
fy pillows are perfect - thanks to 
them, your bedroom will be cosy 
and warm.
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BODY AND FRONT
White Craft Oak

cabinet type 41, shelf type 61, bed 180 type 93, bed drawer type 96, bedside table type 95
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ANGEL

bedside table type 95, bed 180 type 93, bed drawer type 96

This isn’t about the size of the room, but 
about the option of functionally arranging 
it thanks to the Angel collection. The ad-
ditional under-bed drawer and three-door 
wardrobe, which has both shelves and four 
clothes rods, will help you make optimal use 
of your storage space.

a spacious bedroom all elements
of the collection

p. 124
youth room

ANGEL
p. 96

wardrobe type 22

optional additional
lighting for the bed
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wardrobe type 23, cabinet type 44, bed type 94, hanging bedside table type 95 (2x), hanging cabinet type 150, mirror type 160, hanging cabinet type 155P

BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
Alpine White/Gloss White/Truffle Oak
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LINATE

all elements 
of the collection

p. 134
living and dining

LINATE
p. 36
foyer

LINATE
p. 123

bathroom
LINATE

p. 135

are you looking
for functional
elegance?
The Linate collection meets the expecta-
tions of our customers, creating pieces that 
will provide a beautiful bedroom space, at 
the same time surprising you with its func-
tionality. Discover different sizes, roomy 
wardrobes with mirrors, where you check 
how you look when trying on clothes or 
getting ready to go out, and a bed with a 
comfortable, raisable frame.

optional additional
lighting for the bed

bed with a 
raisable frame
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BODY/FRONT
White Alpin, Light Riviera Oak/Gloss White

the perfect bedroom
Pleasant mornings and perfect evenings every day? We have a recipe 
for it! White furniture and wooden decor from the Lyon Jasny collec-
tion is a timeless combination that will suit any interior design. Pay 
attention to the bed, too. The lift frame provides plenty of extra stora-
ge space and the upholstered headboard will always shine clean. The 
fabric has an innovative Easy Water Cleaning finish to easily remove 
stains and Water Repellent to make it harder to absorb liquid dirt.

bed with 
a raisable frame

upholstered 
bedhead

Easy Water 
Cleaning

Water 
Repellent
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LYON LIGHTne
w

bedside table type LYOK03L, shelf type LYOP01, bed type LYOZ04, wardrobe type LYOS03

all elements
of the collection 

p. 136
living room

 and dining room
LYON LIGHT

p. 42

For more inspiration, please isit:
www.meblewojcik.pl
facebook.com/MebleWOJCIK
instagram.com/meble_wojcik_
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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bedside table type MOAK02L, bed 160 type MOAL02, bedside table type MOAK02P, cabinet type MOAK04

BODY/FRONT
Stirling Oak/Stirling Oak, Black Matte

bed with
 a raisable frame

option of additional 
bed backlighting - 

LED strip

upholstered
bedhead

optional additional
lighting for the bed
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You open the wardrobe door and the light
turns on, illuminating the entire wardrobe.
Perhaps it won’t help you choose your out-
fit, but it’ll certainly help you see what’s on 
the hangers. If you need additional stora-
ge space, you can add a functional cabinet 
with four drawers designed to perfectly 
complement the interior of the wardrobe.

MONACO

all elements of 
the collection

p. 138

a brilliant
solution!

wardrobe type MOAS01, cabinet type MOAK03

For more inspiration, please visit:
www.meblewojcik.pl
facebook.com/MebleWOJCIK
instagram.com/meble_wojcik_
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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BODY AND FRONT/FEATURE
San Remo/Arusha Wenge

bed with 
a raisable frame

upholstered
bedhead

optional additional
lighting for the bed
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bedside table type 95L, bed 160 type 92

SUMMER

all elements 
of the collection

p. 144
living 

and dining room
SUMMER

p. 62

bedside table type 95L, bed 160 type 92, wardrobe type 22

ecoleather

upholstery fabric

The bedhead in two versions to choose 
from - high-quality ecoleather or plush fa-
bric. Choose the one that best suits you and 
your interior. One thing’s certain - you’ll be 
able to comfortably enjoy a morning coffee, 
Sunday newspaper or evening book before 
going to sleep.

a soft bedhead
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Children’s
and youth rooms

Where dreams
are born.

A children’s room is a place for fun, learning and relaxation. It’s a space
where dreams are born and plans are made. Make your young one’s
kingdom inspire them to discover the world and make their dreams
come true!

We advise - on how to start planning

When starting planning, begin by 
choosing a colour scheme. In a chil-
dren’s room, it’s best to focus on 
light colours - beiges, pinks, blues,
pastels greens and delicate greys. 
The colours should not be tiring to
the eyes or distracting.

Remember that the children’s and 
youth rooms should reflect the pas-
sions and likes of the young person. 
It’s their room, so if they want, let 
them choose the colours, accessories 
and furniture. You can also do it toge-
ther - it could be great fun for you!
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cabinet type 30

gloss fronts
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The bed has a fully extendable drawer, which is an interesting idea. It’s 
the perfect alternative to a bunk bed. The drawer on wheels provides 
additional sleeping space if you ever need it (it fits a 190x80cm mat-
tress)! And, if you don’t see the need, you can always use it as a practi-
cal and generous storage compartment.

an alternative solution
all elements 

of the collection

p. 124

cabinet type 30, bed type 90, bookcase type 11, corner wardrobe type 21, cabinet type 31, shelf type 61, desk type 81, container type 85

AMAZON

bed type 90

bed drawer
- additional sleeping 

function
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cabinet type 36, cabinet type 33, shelf type 62, desk type 81, container type 85, chiffonier type 10, wardrobe type 20, bed type 90

BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
Alpine White, San Remo/Gloss White/San Remo
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four handle
colours to 
choose from:

orange lime lilac opalino

AMAZON
all shades
of white
A child’s room does not need too many 
colours. When combined with a delicate 
oak colour, white takes on character and 
defines the unique style of a cosy room, 
which is why Amazon is perfect for both 
girls and boys. This is all thanks to the 
handles, which come in four colours to 
choose from.

optional additional
lighting for the bed
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bed type 90, shelf type 61

bed drawer
- additional sleeping 

function

optional additional
lighting for the bed
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So you can’t decide how to finish deco-
rating a child’s room? Are you constantly
changing your mind, looking for a neutral
furniture colour that will suit everything?
Angel is the perfect collection for you
thanks to the stylish White Craft Oak 
colour inspired by whitewashed wood, 
which is perfect for all types of arrange-
ments, regardless of the child’s age. Our 
range even includes a baby cot with an 
adjustable mattress level. 

one piece of furniture
- many possibilities

all elements 
of the collection

p. 124
bedroom

ANGEL
p. 80

ANGEL

‚You are my greatest treasure, I want you to feel happy at 
home, to develop your passions and fulfill your dreams’.

You don’t need a lot of room - just a cot with three adjusta-
ble mattress levels and removable rungs, which, thanks to 
the additional drawer on wheels, is also a practical storage 
space for baby accessories.

cabinet type 31 

cot type 98, cot drawer type 99, cabinet type 35

97      96     youth room
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cabinet type 44, desk type 80, wardrobe type 20, bedside table type 95, bed 90 type 90, large shelf type 61 (2x), cabinet type 43

ANGEL
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cabinet type 43, desk type 80, large shelf type 61, wardrobe type 20, bookcase type 11, cabinet type 32

BODY AND FRONT
White Craft Oak
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cabinet type 43, desk type 80, large shelf type 61, wardrobe type 20, bookcase type 11, cabinet type 32

ANGEL

For more inspiration, please visit:
www.meblewojcik.pl
facebook.com/MebleWOJCIK
instagram.com/meble_wojcik_
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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bookcase type LASR01, shelf type LASP01 (2x), desk type LASB01
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LASER

all elements
 of the collection

p. 132

Chilli Red, Muted Blue or the expressive
Dubai Style - choose one of the three co-
lour options of the fronts for each piece,
and give your interior a unique character.
A cabinet with a blue door and wardrobe
with a red drawer? Nothing stands in the
way - colours can be combined with each
other however you like, because each of
them perfectly suits the grey body and 
basic black-and-white fronts.

three front colours
to choose from

bookcase type LASS01, bed type LASZ01, bed drawer type LASZ02, desk type LASB01

bookcase type LASR02

optional additional
lighting for the bed

bed drawer
- additional sleeping 

function
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bookcase type LASR02, shelf type LASP01, desk type LASB01, wardrobe type LASS01

BODY/FRONT
Platinum Grey, Black Pearl/Alpine White

FRONT COLOUR OPTIONS
TO CHOOSE FROM:

Chilli Red, Muted Blue, Dubai Style
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bookcase type LASR02, shelf type LASP01, desk type LASB01, wardrobe type LASS01

LASER

For more inspiration, please visit:
www.meblewojcik.pl
facebook.com/MebleWOJCIK
instagram.com/meble_wojcik_
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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shelf type LLOP01, desk type LLOB01, bookcase type LLOR01, wardrobe type LLOS03, chiffonier type LLOS01
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The collection captivates with its calmness and subtlety. The functionally
designed pieces will help you arrange a room for both a girl or a boy.
The colours have been toned down, and are a perfect background for
pink or blue features such as the coloured, roomy recesses and matching
modern handles.

girl or boy?

LILO

all elements 
of the collection

p. 132

cabinet type LLOK03

cabinet type LLOK05, bed type LLOZ01, bed drawer type LLOZ02, wardrobe type LLOS02

optional additional 
lighting for the bed

bed drawer
- additional sleeping 

function
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bed type LLOZ03, box type LLOX01, cabinet type LLOK01, wardrobe type LLOS02, desk type LLOB01, shelf type LLOP01, shelf type LLOP02

BODY AND FRONT/FEATURE
Dali Ash/Mimosa, Uni Polar Matte

full extension 
drawer
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LILO

pink blue 

two handle
colours to 
choose from:

The bed from the Lilo collection comes in two options. You can 
choose the option with a practical drawer that serves as an ad-
ditional place to sleep (it fits a 190x80cm mattress) or the bed 
with very roomy drawers and high sides, ideal for long evenings 
of reading.

you decide!
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bed type NVIZ01, desk type NVIB01, shelf type NVIP01, cabinet type NVIK03

full extension 
drawer
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bed drawer
- additional sleeping 

function

all elements
 of the collection 

p. 140
living room 

and dining room
NOVI
p. 50

bed type NVIZ01

NOVIne
w

cabinet type NVIK03, desk type NVIB01, cabinet type NVIK04, shelf type NVIP01, wardrobe type NVIS02, bed type NVIZ02

Who says a baby's room has to be multicolored? Well, that's just the 
way it is - there are dozens of toys, colourful books, markers, teddy 
bears, etc. There is a lot going on so sometimes it makes sense to "calm 
down" this colorful dizziness with a secure, neutral base. Novi collec-
tion will surely survive the challanges of changing tastes - matt fronts 
are perfect for walls in delicate pastel colours as well as for bold, satu-
rated colours and decorations.

white is always safe
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szuflada łóżka
- dodatkowa funkcja 

spania

chiffonier type NVIS01, bookcase type NVIR01, bed type NVIZ02, cabinet type NVIK02, desk type NVIB01, shelf type NVIP01

BODY/FRONT
White Alpin/White Alpin Supermat
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NOVIne
w

For more inspiration, please visit:
www.meblewojcik.pl
facebook.com/MebleWOJCIK
instagram.com/meble_wojcik_
www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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bed type NUBZ01, bed drawer type NUBZ02, bookcase type NUBR01

BODY/FRONT
Matera Dark/Old style
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bookcase type NUBR02, desk type NUBB01, bed type NUBZ04, drawer type NUBZ02, wardrobe type NUBS01, cabinet type NUBK01

all elements
 of the collection 

p. 140

Recycling wood is a fashionable trend. 
It will work especially well in a teenager 
room, whose owner wants to stand out. 
Tidiness it's not a priority in his head! 
Hence, spacious drawers and under-bed 
recesses that provide storage for various 
objects. What's more, there are no finger-
prints on the decor, which resembles raw 
wooden boards. The "wow" effect will be 
achieved by a LED lighting panel above 
the bed with a touch switch.

interior 
with character

desk type NUBB01

NUBIne
w

115      114     youth room
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panel with led strip 
(sold separately) 

having
touch switch

NUBIne
w

desk type NUBB01, bookcase type NUBR02, bed type NUBZ01, drawer type NUBZ02, optional panel with lighting type NUBZ05, shelf type NUBP01, 
bookcase type NUBR01, wardrobe type NUBS02

117      116     youth room
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Additional furniture:

The foyer –your home
starts here.

Many family situations happen in the foyer - parting and reuniting, affectionate 
greetings and farewells. It doesn’t matter whether the foyer is big
or small, it’s worth putting a little effort and heart into designing it, because
it’s the showcase of your home.

We advise on how to start planning

The foyer - arrange it so that it’s 
functional and spacious. Its design 
should reflect the colour scheme, 
style and furniture of the rest of the 
home. When arranging the foyer, fo-
cus on sleek and practical furniture 
that won’t dominate the room. It’s 
also worth having a mirror in which 

you can „check” yourself before le-
aving, and that will visually enlarge 
this space as well. You should also 
focus on lighting, and find a place 
you can use to put away everyday 
shopping or knick-knacks that you 
return home with.
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optional mirror
backlighting - LED 

strip

BODY AND FRONT
Oak Grandson

Arrange your foyer with the timeless Cortina collection and you can 
forget about rushed mornings and frantically searching for keys or 
your favourite scarf. Put shoes in the cabinet, coats into the roomy 
closet, and avoid clutter at your doorstep. Hang a mirror that doesn’t 

just visually enlarge the space, but thanks to the Led backlighting, 
gives a unique decorative effect. Complete the arrangement with an 
upholstered bench so that you can put on your shoes comfortably. 
Enjoy comfort and convenience for many years.

organised as soon as you
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CORTINA

mirror type CNAG03, shoe cabinet type CNAG02, hanger type CNAG04, bench type CNAG05, chiffonier type CNAG06P

all elements 
of the collection

p. 128
living 

and dining room
CORTINA

p. 20
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IMPERIAL

all elements 
of the collection

p. 130
living 

and dining room
IMPERIAL

p. 30

cabinet type 41, wardrobe type 111

cabinet typ 41, chiffonier type 10

BODY AND FRONT
Imperial Walnut

The space you need doesn’t always equal 
the one you have. Remember that even a 
very small interior can be functionally or-
ganised. Use type 111 from the Imperial 
collection. This compact module will maxi-
mise the potential of the room and provide 
storage space you need every day.

small,
but clever
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all elements 
of the collection 

p. 134
living 

and dining room
LINATE

p. 36
bedroom

LINATE
p. 82

bathroom
LINATE

p. 135

LINATE

hanger type 115, mirror type 121, hanging cabinet type 67, wardrobe type 20

wardrobe type 25, hanger type 115mirror type 122, cabinet type 35

BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
Alpine White/Gloss White/Truffle Oak

Do you like consistency and harmony? 
Would you like your entry to give a ta-
ste of the atmosphere of the rest of your 
interior? It’s now possible, thanks to the 
wide range of pieces in the Linate col-
lection, including ones for the foyer. A 
shallow wardrobe designed for a narrow 
hallway, a hanger with a mirror, a hanging 
cabinet under which you can put slippers 
and shoes - this is everything you need to 
have an elegant and functional hallway.

consistent
style
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type 10
//
48/190,8/40,2cm

type 11
//
48/190,8/40,2cm

type 20
//
81/190,8/52,4cm

 

109cm

type 41
//
126,2/79,4/40,2cm      

type 61
//
110/20/20cm      

type 36
//
90,7/97,1/40,2cm      

type 33
//
48/115,7/40,2cm      

type 81
//
110/75,5/60cm      

type 62
//
70/18,6/15,6cm      

type 20
//
84/190,5/58,2cm      

type 21
//
96/190,5/96cm      

type 41
//
118,7/76,5/40,2cm      

type 42
//
118,7/76,5/40,2cm      

type 33
//
84/116,3/40,2cm      

type 35
//
56/116,3/40,2cm      

104cm

88cm

Body: laminated chipboard
Front: laminated chipboard
Handles: handleless solution
Hinges: concealed
Runners: roller
Feet: plastic

ANGEL

examples
of arrangements

p. 80
bedroom

p. 96 
youth room

Body: laminated chipboard
Front: laminated chipboard
Handles: plastic in four colours to choose
from (lime, lilac, orange, opalino)
Hinges: concealed
Runners: roller
Feet: plastic

AMAZON

examples
of arrangements

p. 92 
youth room

Award of 
the Readers 
of the magazine 
Czas na Wnętrze

type 90
//
95,8/80,5/206,1cm
drawer with additional sleeping function
included in the set,
frame and mattress sold separately,
main mattress 90x200cm,
extra mattress 80x190cm
(max. height 15cm),
Butterfly or Flexi lamp- optional lighting

type 91
//
146,4/91,5/218cm
frame and mattress sold separately,
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting

type 94
//
126,4/81,5/218cm
frame and mattress sold separately,
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting
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type 60
//
81/20/20cm      

type 31
//
81/115,7/40,2cm      

type 21
//
96,5/190,8/96,5cm

type 30 
//
105,5/115,7/52,4cm
cabinet with a wardrobe
function sliding front

BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
Alpine White, San Remo/Gloss White/San Remo

type 32
//
81/115,7/40,2cm      

type 85
//
45,6/63,5/45,6cm      

type 95
//
45,6/42,2/40,2cm      

type 90
//
100,6/76,3/204,8cm
drawer with additional sleeping function
included in the set,
frame and mattress sold separately,
main mattress 90x200cm
extra mattress 80x190cm
(max. height 15cm),
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting

type 10
//
56/190,5/40,2cm      

type 11
//
56/190,5/40,2cm      

type 22
//
220,1/207,5/60cm      

type 43
//
84/76,5/40,2cm      

type 31
//
84/130,7/40,2cm      

type 32
//
84/130,7/40,2cm      

type 61
//
118,7/21,6/25cm      

type 60
//
118,7/83,2/25,2cm      

type 62
//
84/21,6/25cm      

type 44
//
84/76,5/40,2cm      

type 80
//
118,7/76,5/60cm      

type 93
//
186,4/91,5/218cm
frame and mattress sold separately,
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting

type 95
//
49,1/37,6/40,2cm

BODY AND FRONT
White Craft Oak

four handle colours to choose from:

orange lime

lilac opalino

left or
right mount

optional lighting
- sold separately

type 92
//
166,4/91,5/218cm
frame and mattress sold separately,
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting

type 96
//
66,1/23/199,9cm
the drawer fits beds
type 91, 92, 93, 94

147cm

193cm
193cm
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AVILES

type AVLV02
//
55,6/200/36cm
2-point Square lighting unit 
or 1-point LED Clips
- optional lighting

type AVLS02
//
55,6/200/36cm     

type AVLS01
//
105,9/200/58cm      

Body: laminated chipboard
Front: MDF
Handles: metal
Hinges: soft-close
Prowadnice: soft-close
Glass: tempered-front (Antisol Dark
Gray), non-tempered-shelves
Feet: plastic
Optional lighting: Square, Led Clips unit
(recommended by the manufacturer)

examples
of arrangements

p. 10
living room
and dining room

CORDOBA
Korpus: laminated chipboard
Front: laminated chipboard
Handles: plastic
Hinges: soft-close
Prowadnice: soft-close
Glass: tempered-front (Antisol Dark
Gray), non-tempered-shelves
Feet: plastic
Optional lighting: Square, Led Clips unit
(recommended by the manufacturer)

examples
of arrangements

p. 16
living room
and dining room

type CODV02
//
56,5/197,5/37cm
1-point Square lighting unit 
or 2-point LED Clips
- optional lighting

type CODS01
//
90/197,5/58cm

type CODV01
//
76,8/137,5/37cm
1-point Square lighting unit 
or 2-point LED Clips
- optional lighting

121.3cm

type CODF01
//
120/52,9/42cm

58x16cm

type CODF02
//
150/52,9/42cm

27x13cm
41x16cm

type AVLF02
//
141/54/40cm

48x19cm

 

137cm

type AVLF03
//
141/54/40cm
1-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

48x24cm
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type AVLT01 
//
102,5/48,5/67cm

type AVLT02 
//
160-200/76/90cm

type AVLP01 
//
141/19/20cm

type AVLR01
//
55,6/200/36cm

type AVLV01
//
105,9/138/36cm 
2-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type AVLK01
//
141/85,5/40cm

type AVLK03
//
176,1/85,5/40cm
2-point square lighting unit
or 2-point LED Clips
- optional lighting

type AVLK02 
//
141/85,5/40cm
1-point square lighting unit
or 1-point LED Clips
- optional lighting

optional
lighting
- sold separately

left or
right-
mount

type CODK02
//
167/85,5/42cm
oprawa Square 1 pkt
- oświetlenie opcjonalne

type CODK01
//
137/85,5/42cm

type CODT01
//
110/42,5/70cm

type CODP01
//
120/25,5/20cm

type CODP02
//
150/37,5/20cm

type CODT02
//
160-200/76,3/90cm

BODY/FRONT
Jackson Hickory, Black Structure/Jackson Hickory, Black Structure

BODY/FRONT
Oak Artisan, Fresko/Oak Artisan, Fresko

synchronising
mechanism
table extension

type AVLP02
//
176,1/19/20cm

cabinet type CODK02
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CORTINA

type CNAP01
//
117,6/19,6/21,9cm

type CNAT01
//
160-200/75,5/90cm      

type CNAT03
//
160-200/75,5/90cm            

type CNAT05
//
140-180/75,5/85cm

Body: laminated chipboard
Front: MDF
Handles: metal
Hinges: soft-close
Runners: roll-bearing - full-extension slide
Glass: tempered - front (Antisol bronze)
non-tempered-shelves
Feet: plastic
Optional lighting: Square lighting unit
(recommended by the manufacturer)

examples
of arrangements

p. 20
living room
and dining room

p. 120
foyer

type CNAS01L
//
58/195/37,4cm

type CNAV02L
//
58/195/37,4cm
1-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type CNAV02P
//
58/195/37,4cm
1-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type CNAV03
//
92,8/195/37,4cm
2-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type CNAK03
//
156,8/86/40,9cm            
1-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type CNAK04
//
185,1/86/40,9cm            
2-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type CNAP02
//
157/19,6/21,9cm

type CNAG03
//
92,8/72,7/3,6cm
LED strip
- optional lighting

type CNAG05
//
92,8/47/38cm                  

type CNAG04
//
92,8/101/32,5cm            

optional
lighting
- sold separately

optional
lighting
- sold separately

synchronising
mechanism
table extension
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117cm

type CNAT02
//
100/40/59cm      

type CNAT04
//
100/45,6/75cm      

type CNAF01
//
127,6/55,8/40,9cm

type CNAK01
//
92,8/86/40,9cm

BODY AND FRONT
Grandson Oak

type CNAS01P
//
58/195/37,4cm

type CNAS02
//
92,8/195/57,9cm

type CNAV01
//
101,9/133/37,4cm    
2-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type CNAK02
//
156,8/86/40,9cm      

type CNAG06L
//
58/195/37,4cm      

type CNAG06P
//
58/195/37,4cm      

type CNAG07
//
50/195/37,4cm      

type CNAG01
//
92,8/100,2/38cm                              

type CNAG02
//
92,8/100,2/38cm                        

type CNAF02
//
156,8/39,8/40,9cm      

50x15cm
49x16cm49x16cm

type CNAF03
//
157/55,8/40,9cm      

49x16cm

vitrine type CNAV01, shelf type CNAP02, TV cabinet type CNAF03 vitrine type CNAV01
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Body: laminated chipboard and MDF
Front: MDF board and strip
Features: chipboard
Hinges: concealed
Runners: roll-bearing - full-extension slide
Glass: tempered-front;
non-tempered-shelves
Feet: plastic
Optional lighting: Square unit or LED Clips
(recommended by the manufacturer)

HAVANA

examples
of arrangements

p. 26
living room
and dining room

type HAVV01
//
66/198,5/41,6cm  
2-point square lighting unit or
2-point LED Clips
- optional lighting

type HAVS01
//
66/198,5/41,6cm     

type HAVS02
//
92,1/198,5/57,6cm      

type HAVT01
//
75/47,6/75cm      

121cm      

Body: laminated chipboard
Front: laminated chipboard
Decorative strip: MDF
Handles: plastic
Hinges: concealed
Runners: ball bearing
Glass: tempered-front; 
non-tempered-shelves
Feet: plastic
Optional lighting: LED unit
(recommended by the manufacturer)
the above features
also apply to IMPERIAL NEW

IMPERIAL

examples
of arrangements

p. 30
living room
and dining room

p. 122
foyer

type 01
//
50/195/37,8cm
3-point LED lighting unit
- optional lighting

type 10
//
50/195/37,8cm      

type 20
//
80/195/60,8cm      

type 11
//
50/195/37,8cm      

133cm      

type 100
//
300/195/50cm
3-point LED lighting unit
- optional lighting         

type 75
//
140-180/77/85cm

type 70
//
110/48/70cm

type HAVD01
//
150/24,8/22cm      

type HAVF02
//
168,1/52,5/41,6cm         

75x12cm75x12cm
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type HAVV06
//
92,1/141,5/41,6cm
2-point square lighting unit
or 2-point LED Clips
- optional lighting

type HAVK01
//
92,1/133,5/41,6cm      

type HAVT02
//
140-180/78,3/85cm      

type HAVV03
//
160/101,5/41,6cm
3-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type HAVK03
//
160/92,5/41,6cm

BODY/FRONT
Dark Lefkas Oak/

Black Matte, Dark Lefkas Oak

left or
right - mount

optional
lighting
- sold separately

BODY AND FRONT
Imperial Walnut

IMPERIAL NEW

examples
of arrangements

 p. 34
living room

and dining room

type 21
//
93/195/93cm      

type 31
//
80/152/37,8cm
2-point LED lighting unit
- optional lighting

180cm      

type 42
//
140/89,3/45 cm
1-point LED lighting unit
- optional lighting        

type 41
//
140/89,3/45,3cm      

type 61
//
140/36/29,5cm

type 51
//
140/44/45,3cm

58x18cm      58x14cm

type 111
//
110/195/37,5cm      

type 41
//
140/89,3/45,3cm      

type 100
//
300/195/50cm
3-point LED lighting unit
- optional lighting

BODY/FRONT
Truffle Oak/Champagne, 

Truffle Oak

type HAVF01
//
160/65,5/41,6cm

47x12cm 46x12cm 47x12cm

synchronising
mechanism
table extension
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83cm

Body: chipboard Front: chipboard
Handles: handleless solution
Hinges: concealed
Runners: roller
Feet: plastic

LASER

examples
of arrangements

p. 102
youth room

type LASB01
//
124,4/76/60,1cm

type LASK01
//
124,4/65,7/40cm      

type LASK02
//
125,7/74,2/40cm      

type LASP01
//
124,4/44,2/23cm      

type LASR01
//
83,7/197/40cm      

type LASR02
//
83,7/126,6/40cm      

type LASR03
//
64/197/40cm      

type LASS01
//
83,7/197/54cm      

92cm

Body: chipboard
Front: chipboard
Handle: plastic
Runners: roll-bearing - full-extension slide
Hinges: concealed
Feet: plastic

LILO

examples
of arrangements

p. 106
youth room

type LLOB01
//
125/75/60cm      

type LLOP01
//
125/28/25cm      

type LLOS02
//
91,5/188/53,6cm      

type LLOP02
//
90/12/16cm

typ LLOX01
//
41,9/30,8/37,5cm

type LLOK03
//
129,1/88/41,6cm      

type LLOR01
//
58/188,1/41,6cm
option of a recess in the
Mimosa or Uni Polar Matte
versions

type LLOS01
//
58/188,1/41,6cm
option of a recess in the
Mimosa or Uni Polar Matte
version
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123cm

109cm

Front in Dubai Style

type LASZ01
//
206,1/80,5/96cm
frame and mattress sold separately,
main mattress 90x200cm,
extra mattress 80x190cm
(max. height 15cm),
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting

type LASS02
//
99/197/99cm      

left or
right - 
mount

BODY/FRONT
Platinum Grey

Black Pearl/Alpine White

COLOUR OPTIONS
TO CHOOSE FROM:

Chilli Red, Muted Blue, Dubai Style

type LASZ02 
//
200,5/25,5/83,4cm
the drawer fits bed type LASZ01

two handle colours to choose from:

pink blue

BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
Dali Ash/Mimosa, Uni Polar Mat 

type LLOK05
//
53,9/40/41,7cm      

type LLOK01
//
91,5/112,9/41,6cm
option of a recess in the
Mimosa or Uni Polar Matte
versions

type LLOZ02
//
199,9/24/93,4cm   
the drawer fits bed type LLOZ01

type LLOK02
//
91,5/112,9/41,6cm

type LLOS03
//
90/188/90cm      

type LLOZ03
//
205,5/75/96,4cm      
frame and mattress sold separately,
mattress 90x200cm,
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting

type LLOZ01
//
204,3/80/96,4cm      
frame and mattress sold separately,
main mattress 90x200cm,
extra mattress 80x190cm
(max. height 15cm),
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lightin

optional
lighting
- sold separately
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type 95
//
50/77,7/35,9cm      

type 96
//
50/40,5/41,9cm      

type 94
//
165,2/88,5/206,4cm
raisable frame included in the set,
mattress sold separately,
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting

type 51
//
164/45,7/41,9cm      

type 67
//
164/54,7/41,9cm      

type 70
//
90/38,9/90,2cm      

type 65
//
54,7/54,7/28cm      

type 66
//
54,7/54,7/28cm      

type 115
//
88/194/35cm      

type 156L
//
40/68,6/30,9cm      

type 156P
//
40/68,6/30,9cm      

type 150
//
80/68,2/47,6cm
(basin included in the set with cabinet
type 150)

type 155L
//
40/176/30,9cm

type 155P
//
40/176/30,9cm

type 157L
//
40/68,6/21,9cm      

type 157P
//
40/68,6/21,9cm      

type 97
//
145,2/88,5/206,4cm
raisable frame included in the set,
mattress sold separately,
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting

LINATE

type 01L
//
63,9/194,5/41,9cm
1-point Quatro lighting unit
- optional lighting

type 01P
//
63,9/194,5/41,9cm
1-point Quatro lighting unit
- optional lighting      

type 05L
//
84,9/194,5/41,9cm 
1-point Quatro lighting unit
- optional lighting       

type 05P
//
84,9/194,5/41,9cm      
1-point Quatro lighting unit
- optional lighting     

type 32
//
85/143,2/41,9cm
1-point Quatro lighting unit
- optional lighting        

type 33
//
109,4/143,2/41,9cm 
2-point Quatro lighting unit
- optional lighting        

type 20A
//
84,9/194,5/58,9cm      

type 34
//
85/86,5/41,9cm      

112cm      

type 25
//
84,9/194,5/36,9cm      

examples
of arrangements

p. 36 
living room and 
dining room

p. 82 
bedroom

p. 123 
foyer

Body: laminated chipboard
Front: MDF
Feature: laminated chipboard
Handles: handleless solution
Hinges: soft close
Runners: soft close
Glass: tempered-front; non-tempered-
-shelves
Feet: plastic
Optional lighting: Quatro unit
(recommended by the manufacturer)

Gold MTP Medal at the
MEBLE POLSKA 2013 Furniture Fair

The Linate bedside table received
the Gold Grand Prix Medal in the Readers’ Ranking
of the magazine ‚Czas na Wnętrze’ in 2014.
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type 91
//
145,6/88,2/205,9cm
frame and mattress sold separately,
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting

type 92
//
165,6/88,2/205,9cm
frame and mattress sold separately,
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting

type 93
//
185,6/88,2/205,9cm
frame and mattress sold separately,
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting

type 71
//
75/38,9/75,2cm      

type 75
//
160-200/75,5/90cm      

type 80
//
125/72,8/61,9cm

type 122
//
109,4/68,7/1,9cm      

type 121
//
164/68,7/1,9cm      

type 160
//
80/68,5/15,9cm
Kombibox + Polarus
- optional lighting

type 22
//
163,9/209,1/58,9cm      
2-point Simplus lighting unit
- optional lighting

type 23
//
218,5/209,1/58,9cm
2-point Simplus lighting unit
- optional lighting    

type 35
//
109,4/86,5/41,9cm      

type 40
//
164/86,5/41,9cm      

type 42
//
164/86,5/41,9cm 
oprawa Quatro 2 pkt
- oświetlenie opcjonalne        

type 44
//
96/86,3/41,9cm      

53x18cm      

type 50
//
164/45,7/41,9cm      

type 60
//
150/19,5/19,9cm      

BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
Alpine White/Gloss White/Truffle Oak

193cm

105cm

165cm

193cm

105cm

160cm
124cm

hanging cabinet type 157L, hanging cabinet type 156L, mirrored cabinet type 160, cabinet with basin type 150, 
cabinet hanging type 155P

left or
right -
mount

optional
lighting
- sold separately

synchronising
mechanism
table extension
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137cm 150cm
Body: laminated chipboard
Front: laminated chipboard
Handles: handleless solution
Hinges: soft close
Runners: soft close
Glass: tempered - front (Antisol bronze);
non-tempered-shelves
Feet: plastic
Integrated lighting: LED Flash
Optional lighting: Square unit
(recommended by the manufacturer)

LYON LIGHT

examples
of arrangements

p. 42 
living room
and dining room

p. 84 
bedroom

type LYOS01
//
103,1/198,5/56cm

type LYOV01P
//
59,7/164,1/42cm
1-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting    

type LYOP01
//
119,9/24,8/20cm      

type LYOP03
//
130/27,6/20,1cm

type LYOP02
//
140/25/20,1cm      

type LYOT01
//
105,6/37,2/68,1cm      

type LYOT02
//
105,6/34,6/68,1cm      
(table on wheels)

type LYOV03L
//
59,7/198,1/42cm
2-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type LYOV03P
//
59,7/198,1/42cm 
2-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type LYOV01L
//
59,7/164,1/42cm
1-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting    

type LYOF01
//
146/41,7/42cm      

Gold MTP Medal at the
MEBLE POLSKA 2017
Furniture Fair

type LYOZ01 

//
145,6/105,5/205,4cm
frame and mattress sold separately

type LYOZ03 

//
165,6/105,5/205,4cm
frame and mattress sold separately

type LYOZ05 

//
185,6/105,5/205,4cm
frame and mattress sold separately

type LYOS02
//
155,6/217/60cm
* led tape  
- optional lighting

 

Led tape 
- lighting 
included 

                 cloth

- Easy Water Cleaning

                 cloth 

- Water Repellent

Led tape 
- optional lighting
(sold separately)
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BODY/FRONT
Light Riviera Oak, Gloss White/Gloss White

type LYOR01P
//
60/198,5/42cm

type LYOR01L
//
60/198,5/42cm

type LYOK02
//
157,6/89,1/42cm
2-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type LYOF02
//
130/41,7/42cm      

type LYOT03
//
140-180/76,6/85cm

type LYOT04
//
160-200/76,6/90cm

type LYOT05
//
90-180/76,5/90cm

type LYOV02P
//
59,7/123,6/42cm
oprawa Square 1 pkt
- oświetlenie opcjonalne      

typ LYOV02L
//
59,7/123,6/42cm
oprawa Square 1 pkt
- oświetlenie opcjonalne      

type LYOV04P
//
107,5/123,6/42cm
1-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type LYOV04L
//
107,5/123,6/42cm      
1-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type LYOK01
//
157,6/89,1/42cm      

the shelf can
be mounted
in reverse

option of installing
an additional
light switch

optional
lighting
- sold separately

44x16cm

type LYOZ02 
//
145,6/105,8/205,4cm 
raisable frame included in the set,
mattress sold separately,

typ LYOZ04 
//
165,6/105,8/205,4cm
raisable frame included in the set,
mattress sold separately,

typ LYOZ06 
//
185,6/105,8/205,4cm
raisable frame included in the set,
mattress sold separately,

type LYOK03P
//
46,5/45,5/36cm      

type LYOK03L
//
46,5/45,5/36cm      

type LYOZ07
//
200,3/23,5/80,6cm
(the drawer fits bed type 
LLOZ01, LYOZ01, LYOZ03)      

type LYOZ08
//
200,3/23,5/90,6cm
(the drawer fits bed type 
LLOZ01, LYOZ05)      

Lifting frame, 
mattress to be 
purchased separately 

type LYOS03
//
215,7/217/60cm
* led tape  
- optional lighting

synchronising
mechanism
table extension

147cm

 

upholstered 
bedhead
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153cm

Body: laminated chipboard
Front: MDF
Hinges: soft close
Runners: soft close
Handles: metal
Frame: the structure of the bed enables
the use of a standard or raisable frame
(raisable frame available in the brand’s 
range)

MONACO

examples
of arrangements

p. 86
bathroom

type MOAS02
//
205,6/215,3/65,1cm
4-point Flash lighting for the top panel 
included,backlit clothes bar 
sold separately

type MOAS01
//
155,6/215,3/65,1cm      
3-point Flash lighting for the top
panel included, backlit clothes bar
sold separately

 
type MOAL01
//
145,3/100,1/221,7     
frame and mattress sold separately,
LED strip - optional lighting,
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting

type MOAL03
//
185,3/100,1/221,7cm     
frame and mattress sold separately,
LED strip - optional lighting,
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting

type MOAL02
//
165,3/100,1/221,7cm     
frame and mattress sold separately,
LED strip - optional lighting,
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting

Body: laminated chipboard
Front: laminated chipboard
Handles: handleless solution
Hinges: soft close
Runners: soft close
Glass: tempered - front (Antisol graphite);
non-tempered-shelves
Feet: plastic
Integrated lighting: LED Flash
Optional lighting: Square unit
(recommended by the manufacturer)

LYON DARK

examples
of arrangements

p. 48
living room

typE LYOV03P
//
59,7/198,1/42cm 
2-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting   

type LYOV03L
//
59,7/198,1/42cm
2-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting  

type LYOV01P
//
59,7/164,1/42cm
1-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type LYOV01L
//
59,7/164,1/42cm
1-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type LYOK02
//
157,6/89,1/42cm
2-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting   

type LYOF01
//
146/41,7/42cm      

type LYOF02
//
130/41,7/42cm      

44x16cm
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typ MOAK04
//
155,5/86,5/40cm

type MOAK03
//
90/86,5/40cm      

type MOAS04
//
89/74,4/46cm
optional for types
MOAS01 and MOAS02

typ MOAK02L
//
44,8/76/34cm

typ MOAK02P
//
44,8/76/34cm

BODY/FRONT
Stirling Oak/Stirling Oak, Black Matte

122cm

BODY/FRONT
Dark Grey, Platinum/Dark Grey in gloss

type LYOV04P
//
107,5/123,6/42cm
1-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type LYOV04L
//
107,5/123,6/42cm      
1-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type LYOV02L
//
59,7/123,6/42cm
1-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type LYOV02P
//
59,7/123,6/42cm
1-point square lighting unit
- optional lighting

type LYOP01
//
119,9/24,8/20cm

type LYOK01
//
157,6/89,1/42cm      

type LYOP03
//
130/27,6/20,1cm

type LYOP02
//
140/25/20,1cm      

type LYOT01
//
105,6/37,2/68,1cm      

type LYOT02
//
105,6/34,6/68,1cm
(table on wheels)

the shelf can 
be mounted
in reverse

option of installing
an additional
light switch

optional
lighting
- sold separately

raisable frame
and mattress
sold separately

LED strip
- optional
lighting
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NUBI
Body: laminated chipboard,
Front: laminated chipboard,
Handles: plastic
Hinges: concealed
Prowadnice: ball bearing
Feet: plastic

examples
of arrangements

p. 114
youth room

type NUBZ01
//
125,3/80,5/204,8cm
frame and mattress sold separately
Butterfly light - optional lighting

type NUBZ02
//
119,5/22,9/80cm
optional for type:
NUBZ01, NUBZ04

type NUBS02
//
128/196/60cm

type NUBZ04
//
95,3/80,5/204,8cm
frame and mattress sold separately
Butterfly light - optional lighting

type NUBS01
//
87/196/60cm

105cm 105cm 105cm

Body: laminated chipboard,
Front: MDF
Handles: handleless solution
Hinges: concealed
Runners: soft close, full extension 
Glass: tempered-front; non-tempered-
-shelves
Feet: plastic
Optional lighting: Square unit or LED Clips
(recommended by the manufacturer)

type NVIK05
//
54/46/42,2cm

type NVIR01
//
62/198,5/42,2cm

type NVIS01
//
62/198,5/42,2cm

type NVIV01
//
62/198,5/42,2cm
2-point square lighting unit 
or 2-point LED Clips
- optional lighting

type NVIZ01
//
96,9/80/204,9cm
drawer with additional function 
sleeping complete,
Frame and mattress to be purchased 
separately,
main mattress 90x200cm,
additional mattress 80x190cm
(Max. height 15cm),
Butterfly light - optional lighting

type NVIZ02
//
126,9/80/204,9cm
drawer with additional function 
sleeping complete,
Frame and mattress to be purchased 
separately,
main mattress 90x200cm,
additional mattress 80x190cm
(Max. height 15cm),
Butterfly light - optional lighting

NOVI

examples
of arrangements

p. 50
living room and dining room

p. 110
youth room

type NVIP03
//
54/152/2,2cm

type NVIS02
//
92/198,5/58,2cm

89cm
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optional
lighting – sold
separately

left or
right -
mount

type NUBZ05
//
125,3/22,1/2,2cm
optional for type NUBZ01

type NUBZ06
//
95,3/22,1/2,2cm
optional for type NUBZ04
 

type NUBR01
//
55,8/196/42cm

type NUBR02
//
87/128,7/42cm

type NUBB01
//
120/74/52cm

type NUBP01
//
120/22,2/22cm

type NUBK01
//
128/84/42cm

BODY/FRONT
Matera Dark/Old style

option of installing
an additional
light switch

synchronising
mechanism
table extension

type NVIB01
//
130/75/60cm

type NVIK02
//
92/133/42,2cm

type NVIK03
//
92/133/42,2cm

type NVIK04
//
130/92/42,2cm

type NVIP01
//
130/24/22cm

type NVIT01
//
75/48/75cm

type NVIT02
//
140-180/77/90cm

type NVIF01
//
153,4/65/42,2cm

BODY/FRONT
Alpine White/Alpine White Supermat

vertical or 
horizontal -
mount

45x10cm 45x10cm

44x10cm

type NVIS03
//
103,3/198,5/103,3cm

115cm
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Body: laminated chipboard
Front: laminated chipboard
Handles: handleless solution
Hinges: concealed
Runners: roller
Glass: tempered - front (Antisol bronze);
non-tempered-shelves
Feet: plastic
Optional lighting: Prismatic unit
(recommended by the manufacturer)

SHETLAND

examples
of arrangements

p. 58
living room and
dining room

typE 01
//
66/197/40cm
2-point Prismatic lighting unit
- optional lighting

type 10
//
56/197/40cm

type 11
//
56/197/40cm

type 12
//
86/197/40cm

  

type 41
//
156/86,8/40cm      

type 42
//
136/86,8/40cm      

type 43
//
136/86,8/40cm      

type 80
//
136/76,5/60cm

Body: laminated chipboard
Front: laminated chipboard
Handles: handleless solution
Hinges: concealed
Runners: ball bearing
Glass: tempered-front;
non-tempered-shelves
Feet: plastic
Optional lighting: halogen Queen LED unit
(recommended by the manufacturer)

PELLO

examples
of arrangements

p. 54
living room and dining room

type 01
//
50/200/40cm
1-point Queen LED unit -
optional lighting

type 10
//
50/200/40cm      

type 11
//
50/200/40cm      

type 20
//
83/200/58cm      

156cm

type 50
//
165,3/51,1/45cm

type 51
//
135,3/51,1/45cm

79x15cm 46x15cm
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BODY AND FRONT/RECESSES
Shetland Oak/Grey

type 20
//
86/197/58cm

type 21
//
98,5/197/98,5cm

type 31
//
86/132,1/40cm

type 32
//
86/123,2/40cm      

 
120cm

 
92cm
152cm
162cm

38cm
75cm

type 35
//
56/132,1/40cm      

type 51
//
136/59,3/40cm      

type 61
//
136/30/25cm      

 
46x15cm

46x17cm
46x16cm

type 71
//
75/48,5/75cm      

type 76
//
90-180/77/90cm

optional
lighting – sold
separately

left or
right -
mount

synchronising
mechanism
table extension

BODY AND FRONT
Laredo Pine

type 21
//
95/200/95cm      

181cm

91cm

type 30
//
83/113,9/40cm      

type 31
//
83/113,9/40cm      

type 40
//
165,3/92,9/40cm      

type 41
//
135,3/92,9/40cm      

type 42
//
135,3/92,9/40cm
1-point Queen LED unit -
optional lighting

type 60
//
165,3/62/22cm

type 61
//
135,3/62/22cm

type 70
//
110/48/70cm

type 71
//
75/48/75cm

typ 76e
//
140-180/76,6/85cm

type 80
//
135,3/74,8/65cm      
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Body: laminated chipboard and MDF
Front: MDF
Features: laminated chipboard
Handles: handleless solution
Hinges: soft close
Runners: roll-bearing - full-extension slide
Glass: tempered-front (Antisol bronze);
non-tempered-shelves
Feet: plastic
Optional lighting: Dojo unit
(recommended by the manufacturer)

TOLEDO

examples
of arrangements

p. 66
living room
and dining room

type TOLV01L
//
59/198,5/36,1cm
2-point Dojo lighting unit
- optional lighting

type TOLV01P 
//
59/198,5/36,1cm
2-point Dojo lighting unit
- optional lighting

type TOLS01
//
90,7/198,5/57,1cm

type TOLF01
//
140/48/40,1cm

type TOLF02
//
160/48/40,1cm

 
122cm

68x14cm 78x14cm68x14cm 78x14cm

Front: MDF
Features: laminated chipboard
Handles: handleless solution
Hinges: soft close
Runners: soft close
Glass: tempered - front (Antisol bronze);
non-tempered-shelves
Feet: plastic
Optional lighting: LED or Prismatic unit
(recommended by the manufacturer)

SUMMER

examples
of arrangements

p. 62
living room and dining room

p. 88 
bedroom

type 01L
//
54/196,5/39,9cm
2-point LED lighting unit
or 2-point Prismatic
lighting unit
- optional lighting

type 01P
//
54/196,5/39,9cm
2-point LED lighting unit
or 2-point Prismatic
lighting unit
- optional lighting

type 06
//
86/196,5/39,9cm
2-point LED lighting unit
or 2-point Prismatic
lighting unit
- optional lighting

type 10
//
54/196,5/39,9cm      

type 20
//
86/196,5/57,9cm      

 
122cm

type 41
//
150/92,1/39,9cm      

type 42 
//
150/92,1/39,9cm      

type 44
//
125,7/83,8/39,9cm      

type 43
//
150/92,1/39,9cm 
1-point LED lighting unit
or 1-point Prismatic lighting unit
- optional lighting

type 91
//
146/99/222cm
raisable frame included in the set,
mattress sold separately,
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting

type 95L
//
54/42/41,2cm

type 95P
//
54/42/41,2cm

type 92
//
166/99/222cm
raisable frame included in the set,
mattress sold separately,
Butterfly or Flexi lamp
- optional lighting
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type TOLV02L
//
74/165,5/36,1cm
1-point Dojo lighting unit
- optional lighting

type TOLV02P
//
74/165,5/36,1cm
1-point Dojo lighting unit
- optional lighting

type TOLK01 
//
140/88/40,1cm

type TOLK02 
//
90,7/88/40,1cm

type TOLD01
//
138/21,8/20cm

type TOLT02
//
110/42,5/70cm

type TOLT03
//
160-200/75,8/90cm

type TOLK04 
//
189,3/88/40,1cm

type TOLT01
//
75/42,5/75cm

BODY/FRONT
Alpine White, Stirling Oak Light/White Gloss

optional
lighting – sold
separately

synchronising
mechanism
table extension

BODY AND FRONT/APLIKACJA
San Remo/Arusha Wenge

type 22
//
150/218/60cm      

type 23
//
199,9/218/60cm      

 
93cm 93cm

 

202cm

120cm

type 32
//
86/130,8/39,9cm
1-point LED lighting unit
or 1-point Prismatic
lighting unit
- optional lighting

type 33
//
86/119,4/39,9cm      

type 40
//
168/92,1/39,9cm      

type 30
//
86/138,8/39,9cm      

type 31
//
86/122,8/39,9cm      

type 61
//
150/6/25cm      

type 34
//
86/101,6/39,9cm

type 52
//
150/49,8/39,9cm      

type 51
//
150/53,5/39,9cm      

type 71
//
75/48/75cm      

48x18cm
47x18cm

48x18cm
47x18cm

type 80
//
128/76/59,9cm      

type 75
//
140-180/77/85cm      

2 bedhead upholstery
options to choose from:
Fabric/Ecoleather

raisable frame 
included, mattress 
sold separately
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VISTO
Body: laminated chipboard
Front: MDF
Handles: handleless solution
Hinges: soft close
Runners: soft close
Glass: tempered - front (Antisol bronze);
non-tempered-shelves
Feet: plastic
Optional lighting: Square unit or LED Clips
(recommended by the manufacturer)

examples
of arrangements

p. 74
living room and 
dining room

type VISP01
//
155/26/22cm

type VISV04
//
86/128/41,6cm
1-point square lighting unit 
or 1-point LED Clips
- optional lighting

type VISK02
//
155/84/41,6cm

type VISF02
//
176/54/41,6cm
2-point square lighting unit - 
optional lighting

type VISF03
//
155/68/41,6cm
2-point square lighting unit - 
optional lighting

type VISV03
//
86/200/41,6cm
1-point square lighting unit 
or 2-point LED Clips
- optional lighting

examples
of arrangements

p. 70
living room and dining room

type TOS04
//
99,9/195,5/56,2cm

150cm

typeTOK03
//
140/84,5/42,2cm

type TOK10
//
140/84,5/42,2cm

type TOK05
//
190/84,5/42,2cm

type TOP02
//
165/25/20,7cm      

type TOP01
//
125/25/20,7cm      

type TOV02
//
57,9/195,5/42,2cm
3-point LED lighting unit
- optional lighting

type TOS01
//
57,9/195,5/42,2cm

Body: laminated chipboard
Front: MDF
Features: laminated chipboard
Handles: handleless solution
Hinges: soft close
Runners: soft close
Glass: tempered - front (Antisol bronze);
non-tempered-shelves
Feet: plastic
Integrated lighting: LED
Optional lighting: LED unit
(recommended by the manufacturer)

Gold MTP Medal at the
2016 MEBLE POLSKA
Furniture Fair

TORONTO

lighting
integrated
into the body

left or
right -
mount

type VISS01
//
86/200/58,6cm

 

155cm

64x12cm
64x19cm 64x19cm

64x12cm

type VISV02
//
62/200/41,6cm
1-point square lighting unit 
or 2-point LED Clips
- optional lighting
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ADDITIONAL
ACCESSORIES

BUTTERFLY LAMP
this is a combination of modern, origi-
nal design and high--quality workman-
ship. It has a long, flexible arm and a 
convenient switch located on the head 
(in a neutral colour). This lamp features 
LED diodes and is very versatile, so you
can put it on your bed, shelf or desk. 
The option includes sets with one or 
two lamps with a power supply and the
necessary cabling.

FLEXI LAMP
has a modern and minimalist shape. 
You can mount it to your bed, desk 
or shelf. Flexible lamp foot will allow 
you to freely direct its neutral light 
color. Thanks to the built-in USB in-
put you can charge your phone or 
tablet additionally.  Optionally, there 
are kits containing 1 or 2 LED lamps 
with a power supply and the neces-
sary wiring. The lamp has been awar-
ded for its design and high quality 
in the prestigious industrial design 
competition Red Dot Design Awards! 
 

TOUCH LIGHT SWITCH
This is an extremely practical solution, thanks to which you can turn the light on 
or off quickly and conveniently simply by tapping on a chosen place on your furni-
ture. You don’t need messy bunches of cables on the floor. This is thanks to an ad-
ditional, invisible light switch, which you mount from the inside to the body of the
furniture (under the top or to the side). Check out how easy it is!

ON/OFF

O
N
/O

FF

type VISV05
//
86/128/41,6cm
1-point square lighting unit 
or 1-point LED Clips
- optional lighting

type VISV06
//
56/110/41,6cm
1-point square lighting unit 
or 2-point LED Clips
- optional lighting

type VIST01
//
113,2/48/70cm

BODY/FRONT
Alpine White/Gloss White

optional
lighting
- sold separately

type VISK01
//
155/84/41,6cm
1-point square lighting unit 
or 1-point LED Clips
- optional lighting

type VIST02
//
140-180/76,1/90cm

synchronising
mechanism
table extension

BODY/FRONT/FEATURE
Alpine White/Gloss White/Rustic San Remo

type TOV01
//
99,9/145,5/42,2cm
4-point LED lighting unit
- optional lighting

type TOK07
//
100/145,5/42,2cm

typ TOK09
//
140/84,5/42,2cm

type TOK01
//
140/52,5/45,2cm

type TOK02
//
190/52,5/45,2cm

typ TOT06
//
67/48/67cm

typ TOT02
//
160/75,5/90cm

typ TOP07
//
140/93/19.5cm
2-point LED lighting unit- 
optional lighting

type TOP06
//
190/93/19.5cm
2-point LED lighting unit- 
optional lighting

LED tape 
included 

73x14cm 73x14cm 48x14cm48x14cm
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The manufacturer reserves the right to make structural changes to the furniture offered without changing its overall nature. The range presented in the brochure does not 
constitute an offer within the meaning of the Polish Civil Code. Due to the limitations of printing technology, the colours reproduced in the catalogue may differ from the actual 
colours of the furniture offered. All dimensions provided are the external dimensions.

FOR THE ADDRESSES OF ALL 

OUR STORES OR FOR MORE 

INSPIRATION, PLEASE VISIT 
www.meblewojcik.pl
AND OUR BLOG: 

‚HOW TO FURNISH WITHOUT 

GOING CRAZY’

www.blog.meblewojcik.com.pl
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